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Reader BB: "The true age of human spirits are about 800
thousand to one million years old..."
Posted By: Lion Date: Wednesday, 6-Feb-2013
To: Lion
Once again, please accept my honest greetings to you and to your
group and may the light shine to all of you all the way and also
likewise to my fellow man.
First of all, let me say sorry about my writings for I am not good in
this.
I apologize to all of my fellow man about the message that I have
to send to you.
I believe that some will turn their back away and I also believe
that some will not and are ready to know what lies ahead.
Before the month of Dec. 2012 the dwellers of inner Earth called
Agarthans move out temporarily with their spaceships that are
now docked to one of the Motherships above the Earth in
different dimension until the Earth transformation will be
complete.
Those Motherships that are above the Earth are manned by
Immortal beings "The Celestial Sons" including beings from
another planets and from another Galaxy are all here to volunteer
and help humanity and Planet Earth transformation into 4-5
dimension.
They are the one who are responsible of Earth Solar System
upgrading and Earth renewal into a higher quality 4-5 dimension.
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While humans are busy with their affairs, the highly charge
electrons and protons called "Sar Energy" entered into the North
Pole center opening after Dec. 21, 11:00 12: minutes.
By January 2014 the charging will be complete and will continue
beyond that year. That energy are guided by the Celestial Sons or
Angelic Beings from their Motherships.
The Celestial Sons, and by their decisions, things from 3rd
dimension will be evaluated inside and outside the Earth
including atmosphere.
And also ready to cancel the things that are useless or not fit with
4-5 dimension and will replace the things needed for the new
Earth dimension.
Salty waters from the ocean will be replace also with pure clean
water and all toxic waste will be clean up by their advance
technology for 4-5 dimension Planet are design to be so clean that
all microbes are also controlled and breathable air are from the
new Earth energy fields and environment.
After the Sar Energy forces complete its charges within the Earth,
major tectonic plates changes will begin worldwide as the energy
begins to burst out from within that transform the Earth into a
"full round Planet".
The 3rd dimension energy will be a subject to be thrown away to
outer space as an outdated energy.
This part will need very much attention from the parents who
have new baby born, younger age children, older age and disabled.
The very loud and continues rumbling sounds from the crust of
the Earth will be heard by all human ears and for the children,
prepare something to cover their ears.
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But for those who cannot accept what is happening, they will
curse and wish they were not born to experience the full power of
Mother Earth process which is the final transformation.
Volcanoes all over the Earth will not blow that day but the Magma
will be conducted by the Celestials Beings by their advance
technology to move all the flows of Magma into the newly design
Earth tectonic plates while the tectonic plates are rising above and
to balance the movement in a perfect Round Earth.
Those excess ocean waters will be suck out from the Earth and be
dump into space while those whales and dolphins will be save by
them for they are spiritual beings also but unknown to man.
There will be no tidal wave to come for everything is under control
by those who are here to help but land shake will occur but not for
very long.
I would like to clear up some core matter.
The "molten core" that human scientists theory that been learn in
school are false one.
There is "no Hot molten core" in the center of the Earth but
energy.
The new "Sar Energy" that are now reside at the core of the Earth
is a Blue colored Plasma Energy that will give life to the New
Planet Earth that holds the energy of 4-5 dimension.
And will be permanent and that is a part of the new designed
Earth.
There will be also lost of life and they will curse God, but some
who knew God is within them they will have a calm and peaceful
mind whatever happens in front of their eyes and they will
welcome the Earth transformation and rejoice.
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What happen to Earth this time and its weather are totally
controlled in a minimum impact including suns electromagnetic
fields towards the Earth and also perfectly measured by Celestial
Sons and their Scientists and indeed they are Immortals and been
doing this planetary upgrading many times in the other Galaxies
and now here on Earth.
It is true also that the spirit of humans on Earth are very old
enough to understand this matter.
The true age of human spirits are about 800 thousand to one
million years old according to the written records by the Celestial
Sons or Angelic Beings.
I think it's enough to know who we really are. I guess it's time
move beyond our physical understanding and explore our future
destiny.
With all of my respect to my fellow man.
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Reader BB: "That nuclear plant at Gabon, Oklo,
Africa is two billion years old." Posted By: Lion
Date: Monday, 11-Feb-2013
To: Lion
A warm and honest greetings to you Lion and your group that
brings light to your fellow beings beside your restless effort.
Also my honest respect to my fellow man who are about to read
this message from me. (please forgive me about my writings)
The 8 nuclear reactors at Gabon, Oklo, Africa lies at 200 meters
beside the ocean shore with 8 deposits of uranium and two
deposits that had been used with perfect waste disposal that was
designed deep into the earth.
That nuclear plant at Gabon, Oklo, Africa is a two billion years
old. It is a window of earth ancient history.
From the "Celestial Sons" written records, the earth was created
626 billion years ago and not ten billion or twelve billion
according to any given information that was known to humans.
And the complete age of human spirits are 80 million to 100
million since the earth was created. From this point, let us step
backward for a while and see what happened 2 billion years ago.
Those beings who created those nuclear reactors are ones who
come down from heavens, The Ancient Star Travelers, The
Explorers, The Scientists whom they claim themselves as God/
Gods are the exiles from another Galaxy that loses the battle from
their opponents.
Although the earth are not yet habitable at the surface, they got
everything they needed and created civilization of their kind with
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their advance technology and build underground cities and make
the earth as their laboratory, made new experiments, created
different kinds of weapons, and the worst of all, their discovery of
"anti-matter" highest grade weapon.
They are not the good God/Gods they are the Mad God/Gods.
They come down from heavens in huge numbers or armada.
They cover the earth that time by their presence.
After their long stay, and got what they wanted, they secretly
tested their own designed anti-matter weapons to their unwanted
beings that they created.
The time arrives that they considered the weapon must be tested
on earth.
They released those weapons far above from earth and when it
struck, a tremendous impact that the whole planet earth and its
soil above the crust elevated or rise up in meters and pulverized
all the matters that exist on the surface and inside the surface
above the crust of the earth.
Those Mad God/Gods become superior by their claim as they
watched the effects of their inventions and are heading towards
their opponent back to their home planet in another galaxy.
Those beings (Mad God/Gods) was surrounded by the the
"Celestial Sons" and was "shot down" all of them before they can
react.
All anti-matter weapon was banned all over the universes a very,
very long time ago.
The Celestial Sons, the guardians of the universes and with their
love to every living beings of the universes created a harmony by
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the "Law of Creation" and its code to all universal community and
the rules of peace.
But still, earth become the last resort of those Mad God/Gods who
betray the rules and follow the steps of the old ones before them.
There are thousands of God/Gods and Goddesses came down here
on earth and all of them betrayed the rule of peace, and they came
here on earth for the same reason.
To restored the power that been lost from them.
When their needs are completed, they moved out after they tested
their inventions but, as always, they are shot down by the Celestial
Beings immediately in outer space without their knowing.
Those God/Gods that been here on earth billions and millions of
years ago knew exactly what is Creation/Creator but they wanted
to be by their own and disregard the "Source of All" and always
opposed with the Law of Creation.
Beside human form Immortal Beings, there are "one million other
forms of beings" who live in peace with the Universes and with
harmony with their fellow beings in different forms for they are all
Spiritual beings and the are all one in spirits even they are from
different dimensions.
The anti-matter weapons on earth is only one fold grade in quality
compare to the anti-matter weapons that was created by those
Gods 2 billion years ago but not tested on earth and was reserved
for their major attack to their opponent back home.
Those anti-matter weapons they got, can erase any "Solar
System".
The lowest quality of technology on earth history is now in our
time compare to those Mad/Gods.
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The highest arrogance on earth history is now in our time.
The truth and proof of the real earth history is under the ground
2,000 or more miles deep near the crust of the earth.
Not the miles of books written and created by men within
hundreds and thousands of years ago only.
When the earth transformation begins, those things under the
earth and its secrets will rise up by itself for everyone to see and
the remnants of lost electronic civilizations in different time and
age will be seen by human eyes before all of them will be
discarded.
For the archeologists, its good for them to know the hidden
secrets but it's to late for them to explore.
The nuclear plant in Gabon, Oklo, Africa was designed by those
Mad God/Gods underground to survive if they will comes back.
But Mother Earth is very alive and don't want anything inside her
and all the things will surface soon when transformation begins.
I want to express my thanks to all RMN group and my apologies
to all of my fellow man for the message that don't fit to your belief
and understanding.
Thank you
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Reader BB: "I have read the message of Madam
Rayelan regarding the message she received from the
mother of Valiant..."
Posted By: Lion Date: Sunday, 17-Feb-2013
Greetings to you Lion and to all of your group hoping that this
very uncomfortable time may pass away very soon and may peace
restore inside to all of your hearts and to all of my fellow man.
(my apologies to my writings)
I should not send any of this information and it should be kept
only for myself for it is a part of my personal studies as a part of
my growing and knowing what is the unknown.
I have read the message of Madam Rayelan regarding the message
she received from the mother of Valiant and that is the reason
why I send this message to you.
http://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=269518
I am really very sorry to interrupt about that matter.
I had a serious contact about those hooded men but in a different
way and I know what Valiant feels about that.
There are 8 of them when I meet them but I will not go for details
so there will be no more pressure.
I only say their last words after they showed to me the coming
event, they said "Now, what you gonna do?"
Here, I clearly support what Madam Rayelan wishes to happen
based on facts.
In the year 2000 of January, I meet those "Celestial Sons" by their
will and not mine in another dimension.
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Their presence in front of me are filled with vibration of love and
respect.
They told me that they know exactly who I am and my parents.
They told me, "We called you here to talk to you about your
mission, your mission is to "Bring your Brothers and Sisters back
Home" and we will guide you all the way and support you with the
things needed to complete your purpose."
"We are your Brothers."
In short, that is reason why I am here sending messages to all of
my fellow man and to all of my brothers and sisters in spirit.
That is only my purpose and nothing more.
Here are the facts and a part of my study regarding Madam
Rayelan's wishes.
Sunday evening 8:30 August 11, 2012 (quick notes recorded on
paper)
Spacecraft with red lights cruising northwest to southeast bound
perfectly quite in a very slow speed around 5-10 thousand meters
from the ground.
Monday 2:40 a.m. Spacecraft with two lights, very quiet heading
northwest.
At 2:47 same size of Spacecraft, each end light are red with red
and white signal lights upward and downward.
Very, very quiet heading the same direction.
At 3:10 a.m. Same size of Spacecraft with four lights, red lights
both end. Blinks altogether in one time, very quiet, in very slow
speed.
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Tuesday, August 12, 11:00 p.m. Bright sparking light, round size,
moving from Northeast to to South very slow flight at the height
of 60-70 meters above the city.
Wednesday August 13, 2012 3:00 to 3:00 a.m. Around 10-15
thousand meters.
Spacecrafts of the same sizes passes in one direction only from
North to Northeast.
A view of a parade of twelve Spacecrafts in one line formation and
they don't fly in straight direction but will bend in seconds and
sparks some lights downward to the ground while they are
cruising in a very slow speed followed by five red orbs (their
monitors).
All of these events are recorded here in Taiwan by me in paper.
That event was a part of my request for my further study about
our brothers presence here on earth and was granted by them
with their permission and was recorded by me on paper.
My words to Madam Rayelan:
Yes, we have Guardians here on Earth and they are our brothers
and I assure you they will not let you down for I know at this time
as you read this messages, they have the copy of all these words
too and all the messages that I send to your behalf, and your
group are well monitored too in case I do some mistakes that
mislead my fellow brothers and sisters.
Indeed, our Celestial Brothers choose your site for me to send
messages to all of my fellow man and that is their will and way
to spread the words of truth for next evolution of humankind that
the source is from love.
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All of human prayers are heard loud and clear a long time ago by
our Celestial Brothers. Your request will be answer.
My great respect to all of my fellow man, my brothers and sisters
in spirit.
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Reader BB: "The time is very near for all of them to
go home." Posted By: Lion
Date: Saturday, 23-Feb-2013
Once again Lion, my warm greetings to you and to all of your
group that makes these words possible to all of our fellow man to
read and with all of my respect to all of you out there. (please
forgive for my writings)
The first Universal questions starts from childhood and the words
are:
What are those bright lights up in the skies Mother? Ahh! those
lights are called Stars! my dear.
Then humans dream of travel into space not knowing before they
arrive to their dream star, they have to consume much resources
from Planet Earth or dry it up before they get there.
Even the highest invention of humans never work in the
Universes and they don't even have the exact map to explore the
Universe and its secrets for there's no road map in the Universe
and they knew they will surely lost in that "Vast Universe" but
pretend they knew everything and its secrets.
Humans are "Star born beings" but secrets are hidden within
them for millions and millions of years ago and all Star Beings are
not originally from Earth but from far Galaxies and Planets.
Many of those Star Beings are the one who came here on Earth
are "Contributors" of their own designed like living things.
Their ship cargo was seeds of plants, all kinds of fruits, that are
now available to us, all kinds of designed plants that grows on
land, thousands of flowers in different designed, thousands of
butterflies by its designed.
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Many Star Beings also contributed their designed like different
kind of fishes in the ocean like fishes for harvest, fishes in the
middle of the oceans, and fishes live below the ocean that evolve
in a very high temperature near the underground volcanoes many
millions of years ago.
Some Star Beings also contributed their designed animal species
in many forms to grow on Earth and there are thousands of its
kind.
They all observed their own designed in different time and season
as they watched them grows while Mother Earth nurture all of
them with harmony to each other with each unique beauty.
Mother Earth don't produce DNA but nurtured all living things
that have DNA.
Those Star Beings who's been here are with the "Law of Creation"
and follow the code of Celestial Beings that is base from the
Source of All.
To shared everything they had as a preparation for human
evolution.
Those star beings used smaller spacecrafts from their ship as they
observe the whole Planet and their designed matured and
available.
Many of those beings didn't make it back home. They were shot
down by the intruders that they are aware of.
Their ships are not for battle but for exploration and observation
of living things and many of them died but their spirits are here
on Earth and very alive as a human form beings.
Their spirits are trapped in 3rd Dimension reality.
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The time is very near for all of them to go home.
Their real home where they come from.
They are the "Star Beings Space Missionaries" who brings love to
other beings who dedicated their designs for Earth to grow for the
coming evolution of man millions of years ago.
Their memories now as a Star Beings are almost gone and their
spirits are totally asleep. But as humans, they are very active
physically, and very awake.
The humans who love deeply the nature on Earth and are very
close to its natural beauty, and that are peace loving people, they
are the same Star Beings from the very far Galaxies and Planets
and the "Lost Missionaries" from their home planets.
The natural connections of humans from all living things are deep
rooted from their spirits. They are the lost Star Beings
missionaries and was shot down by the intruders, they are the
designers of those living things millions of years ago in Earth
counting.
The purpose of the next message is to show you the view where
your spirits remembers few details and open memory doors where
you been there millions of years ago before you proceed to come
to Earth and contributed your designed that are accompanied by
your fellow being.
In the middle of dimensions in the Universe, lies the "Hidden
Library Planet" that was designed by the "Celestial Beings"
connected to a very powerful electromagnetic force fields of lights
in many layers and levels where the Library Planet resides in the
middle of that powerful forces.
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The entrance or portal is in between dimensions known only by
the Celestial Beings and all members of peaceful Universal
Community from another Planets and Galaxies.
The sacred secrets to go "In and Out" in that Planet library, are
within their minds that synchronizes the fields with their ships
that leads them to the opening portal right through the docking
area near in that library.
There are only few of that Planet library and can be found in any
Galaxy nearby but in the same placement.
That hidden Library/Libraries are only accessible to the peaceful
community and that Library Planet are only designed for them.
That is the place where all information are stored in records
Billions of years ago in Earth counting.
All the secrets of designing things from plants, animals, fishes,
fruits, living animals that flies, building spacecrafts, energy that
runs different spacecrafts, building Planetoid, or Biosphere,
Ancient history of Planets all over the Universes and Galaxies, and
many more.
The Information are "Endless". It is all free for peaceful spiritual
beings to explore.
Those beings who visits there also shared their new discoveries
and stored the complete pattern and prototype designed for all to
share for the good of all as they all move together to the beyond.
Here is what it looks like into that library. I believe many of you
had been there but no recollection at all.
From 50 degrees upward level to 15 degrees downward level, are
three screens formation and each screen are around 40 times the
size of a screen in a movie house.
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They are placed in diameter formation around you. There are
many of them in that area and they are all over the Library.
In there, there are no books but screens. They are designed to
hang up there in purpose to see the Grand view.
Those screen have their own designed to interact with the brain of
any beings who are welcome there.
Those screens will answer minds to what you want to see, what
you want to learn, what you want to know, and what information
you need.
It shows history of information in motion. It is a playback
recorded collections of information in motion I may say.
Those information stored in there are the major achievement of
all peaceful beings and their tools to the beyond.
In that Library, the flooring are green grass with walkways made
of Sapphire glass with soft lights in it.
There's also a stream of sparkling waters and landscape. In there,
you can feel the natural you, the total half human, half spiritual
being. A kind of spiritual environment in another dimension.
In that Library Planet, there's no guard, no librarians, but very
much protected by the living energy that holds the Planet in that
hidden place between dimensions that was designed a very, very
long time ago by the Celestial Beings where it will stay forever.
In there, Universal History are kept and all secrets are hidden to
any Intruders.
The very powerful electromagnetic pulse of lights that protect that
Planets have also mind to confront and it is capable to destroy any
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spacecrafts of any kind to melt it down from the inside to the
outside from many miles in radius.
That Planet Library are also complete of everything that supports
the visitors needs until the needed information are completed.
These short details are enough to bring some memories that will
bring flashes in your resting hours.
Then until here where I stop these messages, and I am glad also
that even in this rough time of life, I can send some useful things
as your tool to look deeper and to know who you really are.
My greatest thanks to Lion who been trying to arrange this all for
you. With all of my respect to all of my fellow beings.
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Reader BB: "Those marble that you had seen in that
Library Planet is real and true."
Posted By: Lion Date: Monday, 25-Feb-2013
My greatest thanks to you Lion and your group.
Always wishing that all of you there may have a great days to
come.
(again, please forgive about my writings)
Here I continue the messages to give more views and not to keep
anyone wondering what is out there in the Library Planet.
To reader R. and reader D:
Those marble that you had seen in that Library Planet is real and
true.
It was made up by a combination from dust of Gold, Diamond,
Sapphire and strongest metal not known to us many times
compare to Platinum that was mixed together with white Granite
as a result of a marble.
Yes, it is marble indeed! but the highest kind of marble that glows
permanently and it is generated by the power of forces within that
planet that controls the environment in another dimension that
also favor to every visitors to maintain peaceful mind and body
and produce stable energy level to support their search and study.
It means, you don't get tired there and you don't feel like sleeping.
You don't need to eat much food because your energy level are
full.
It also favor to many beings and non-physical beings in many
form.
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It makes easier for them to walk around by floating few inches
above the ground without using their own force but only using
their mind for direction where to go.
It also gives them stable power of lights and they also glow as they
move around for their research.
That Library Planet is almost the size of the Earth. Nobody live
there.
The researchers from nearby Galaxies and Planets that are
members of the peaceful community are all welcome there and
they can come and go as they please or stay for a while until they
got what they need for their community.
That Planet has three docking area.
I will describe it base on our Planet term.
The layout is North, South, West and East as we view the
positioning.
The first docking area are located at Northeast.
The second docking area are located at East. The third docking
area are located at Southeast.
The horizontal level from Southeast to Southwest is the Last floor
of the Library Planet.
Below from that level, where secret lies inside and untouched by
anyone but all beings knew the secrets in there.
Now, we take a look inside that Planet.
In the middle of the Planet line North to South where Southeast to
Southwest meet, there are many round tube crystal elevators with
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steel on the top and below that travel straight to the top until
Northeast to Northwest horizontal level and it stop there.
That is the level of the Library. Those elevators are run by magnet
balancers.
Those elevators read minds and take you exactly where you want
to go. All the places are white and very clean all over that Library
Planet. An Amazing place.
At the top horizontal level from Northwest to Northeast is where
those huge screens are placed in diameter formation.
It is all covered by a huge dome made by hardened glass stronger
than steel that occupies the whole area from center North down to
Northeast and Northwest area. That is the place where the Library
is.
Below from the library, there are many level straight downward.
That are divided in two wings only.
All West side until the middle North, All are prototypes, samples,
machines, living things and many more things.
Those living things don't die there, they are immortal samples.
From the middle North to East area, are research areas for study
and making samples, more huge screens for observation and final
decision has been made before the visitors completed their
purposes.
I know how many levels in there but I will preserve that answer
for you for I know you will surely get there and it will be you turn
to count it. It is a pleasure indeed to be there!
I was brought there myself by the Celestial Beings and I felt very
bad because I don't want to come back here on Earth.
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I really want to stay there. It is "My Home". I have no choice, I
have to complete my mission for my Brothers and Sisters.
Here, I have to end my message, I do wish that some of you out
there remember your past history as I only send some words that
belong to all of you.
My great thanks to Lion for making this messages possible to all
of you. With all of my respect.
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Reader BB: "The other two spacecraft will perform
the cleaning from sundown and before sunset."
Posted By: Lion
Date: Thursday, 28-Feb-2013
To:Lion
My honest greetings to you Lion and to all of your group.
I thank you very much for your help, and I know also who you
really are in spirit.
I am glad also that as time moves on, the light lead the way to the
beyond for all of us to follow and sharing the light to our brothers
and sisters.
Before I move to my message, I am truly sorry for the grammar.
This is only I can afford but I am trying to do the best I can to pass
all the messages to all of you.
I know also that your spirit understand it all because there are no
barriers in spiritual universal mind that recognize only the truth.
Three days ago, I was a visitor in another time, and another place
where I sit with the four elders who invited me by their will.
They explain to me that "you are now in Mahabharata era in India
where you can see personally the "Eagle cat woman" that known
only by few humans and but not written in history books".
It is forbidden to write it in a book.
They wore robe with turbans in their heads.
We are at the top of the rocky mountain around 100 meters high
and beside us, is another rocky mountain in same height.
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They told me to remember everything what I am going to see, and
write it all for your brothers and sisters so they can know
everything you know.
The story begin here:
It is mid-afternoon and while we are having a simple conversation
with a cup of tea in our hands, a big bird fly over and rest to the
other side of the mountain beside us.
I can see clearly the bird and the wing span is around 6 meters.
It just rest there like a mountain climber does.
It has four feet. The front is more shorter than the rear feet then
fly away.
They told me that, "that bird is the most dangerous bird of all
birds".
Only that bird carried the forbidden book in its back and that bird
is the only guardian of that book.
All Ancient leaders, Shamans, in all world culture had saw that
bird while they are in another state like dream because we show it
to them that way.
Then we sip our tea as I understand their words.
Then the bird fly over again but this time, the bird are heading
toward us and softly it land 3 feet distance from me.
"Don't get closer to the bird, it's dangerous!" They said.
As the bird walk closer to me, the wing folded and I saw the face
of the bird smiling as a face of a woman, then the woman face
faded away then the face of a cat appear.
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I suddenly feel something precious between us then I kneel down
to reached the bird with my hands.
The cat rubbed its face to my hand as a friendly gesture. As I turn
my head and look for the Elders, they're gone.
From that point, I can only hear their voices. And I heard them
says,
"No man ever see that book and now, we unfold that forbidden
letters in that book before you eyes and tell your brothers and
sisters that the secrets within that book are designed to
exterminate all evil spirits in the whole world."
"The next full moon will be the start of Evil Energy Extermination.
After Sunset of the new full moon, the cleaning begin until before
Sunrise. It will be everyday".
As the cat rubbed its face to my hand, the book slowly slide from
its back. It is a folded cloth made by hand and opened in a size of
a medium size towel.
It float from at back of the bird. As I watched the written letters,
it's a letters that I never seen before in my whole life.
I watched carefully as the letter glow a bit, then the letters become
with the lights, then the letters with lights move upward
around one and half inches above the original letters.
The floating letters are living electric current.
Then I heard the voice of Elder, "all of that letters are complete by
its secrets, and the last letter on you right side corner is a timer."
When the timer is up, the light of that word in that corner will go
back to the written word on the cloth then all the living light will
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gather together as a very powerful forces that are designed to
exterminate all Evil forces energy in the whole World".
"We will take you to a place where we can show you a simple
example".
I saw an Igloo shape made by brick wall where an evil spirit stay.
A ray of red-maroon beam hit the object then crumble on fire then
a spirit of Evil ran out on fire!
Evil on Fire! and the Elder says,"Yes! on fire and they will explode
like bubbles and gone forever".
The Spirits knew we are coming but they don't know when.
"Now, go and solve the secrets and tell your brothers and sisters
that we are here and it is a part of the plan".
In two days, in every second, I try to solve the secrets.
The results of its secrets are hidden in parables.
The Eagle means Spacecraft for battle.
The woman face means..The mother all of love, The Creation, The
all that is, the Source.
The cat means…the red-maroon beam that hunts only evil spirits
but gentle to humans.
The Igloo means half of the Earth that they are going to clean up
without sunshine.
The four Elder means the four Spacecrafts that guard the four
corners of the Earth.
The two spacecrafts will hold the balance of the Earth from North
and South.
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The other two spacecraft will perform the cleaning from sundown
and before sunset.
The electric letters means..the well calculated secret formula of
beam to dissolve evil energy that are with the spacecrafts.
Here i will rest with peace in my heart and my honest respect to
my fellow man.
I try my best also to translate this messages in you own language
hoping one of these days we can have a good time again in the
beach like the good old days.
I thank you very much my brothers and sisters and Thank you
very much Brother Lion.
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Reader BB: "The long time waiting will be done soon
enough..." Posted By: Lion
Date: Saturday, 9-Mar-2013
My honest greetings to you Lion and to all of my fellow man.
I apologize for interrupting your time and sorry also for my
grammar.
The long time waiting will be done soon enough to understand
that we, humans... are within the whirlpool of unwanted energies
called "Evil Energies".
Those unwanted energies are created within our bodies by those
pretenders as middle man to God.
This time, they all have to go and evaporate.
Those evil unwanted energies cannot withstand the next coming
new energies that will transform the Earth into another
Dimension.
They have no defense for that, and they all knew it.
Those energies are within those men like us but, those energies
are beyond our understanding.
Those evil energies had been here on Earth many millions of years
ago from another Gods.
The coming new energy on Earth are designed by Celestial Beings.
Those outdated energies will be replace very soon to protect
humankind from their own destruction.
The two spacecrafts that cleans the Earth have their full capacity
and no one on Earth are allowed to interrupt.
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The energies that are designed to clean the Earth are intended to
hit the crust then the energy will bounce backward from the crust
of the Earth taking all those unwanted evil energies to the surface
of the Earth then be suck out by another spacecraft that already
created miles in diameter vacuum with beam to dissolve those evil
energies.
Here are the list that will be wipe out clean: (their Sanctuary)
Abandoned Hospitals, Palaces, Asylums, Churches, Institutions
and known Ghosts Places that exist and still standing
(Worldwide)
City places worldwide: (places where people gather and meet)
Supermarkets, movie houses, government buildings, schools,
tourists spots, Oceans, cruise ships, restaurants, cathedrals,
stadiums, golf places, Olympic stadiums, train stations, factories,
cemetery, libraries, hospitals, court houses, jails and more like
that.
Man made sculptures like a form of: humans, birds, snakes,
obelisks, written words of man made laws that carve in stone
cause human lives, walls for worship, all symbols that are from
underworld that control spirits of man and woman and many
more like that.
Those evil energy resides all of that places.
Soon they all be clean up and no one can hide.
Those energies are not welcome anymore, they have to go.
Those evil energies consume human energies to survive and that
is their life line million of years ago and indeed they walk among
us 24 hours a day without our knowing.
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They also have their own doors for traveling and it is called Evil
Spirit Energy Doors.
When everything is done, the next time you visit to those places
will be quiet, peaceful, with no any effects to human bodies and
minds.
These process are very mild to humans. We even don't know it is
happening.
It is designed to be sure all living thing on Earth are well taking
care of including unborn babies, plants, animals and fishes in the
oceans.
The Celestial Beings are powerful beings.
They created Galaxies, Planets in the Universes.
And yes! Universes for Universe are not only one.
There are many of them.
If they create a black hole to destroy a planet, or a solar system,
they can do that also and build again another solar system as they
wish.
For them, time don't exist. Humans are dear to them.
They don't expect anything from us, they just want us to grow like
them.
That's the only thing they expect from us.
The star being within all of us are from Creation.
All Celestial Beings are from Creation also.
They inherit those superior powers from the Creation billions and
billions of years ago on Earth counting.
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Indeed they rule the Universes but by following the Laws of
Creation and only the source of all the powers that make all of
them as Gods.
Creation is the only God of all Gods and All Celestial Beings
energies of lights are from the Creation.
They all honor the Creation from before to the Beyond.
At present, the Celestial Beings are about to upgrade the Earth
and who will stop them?...No one Can.
With all of my respect to all of my fellow man and to my Brother
Lion.
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Readers Wonder: Who IS "Reader BB?" Posted By:
Lion
Date: Wednesday, 13-Mar-2013
"Reader BB" (Albert) seems to strike a chord with regular readers
of RMN and other readers have been inquiring as to who "Reader
BB" is...
Hi Lion,
I enjoy your posts and would like to hear more from this reader
BB.
I hope this is true.
But I was wondering, why would celestial beings need space
ships?
Thanks, B.
---------------With Reader BB's latest missive, BB attempts to explain the
reasons for communicating in this manner.
My sincere thanks for the gift, BB, and thanks also for your
continued efforts to provide hope to those who quest for truth,
understanding and peace.
Lion
----------------To: Brother Lion
My warm and honest greetings to you brother Lion and to all of
your group.
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Thank you very much for your help by making all things possible
to our fellow to read all the messages that I had sent.
I try also my best to translate this messages into your language the
best I can. (sorry for the grammar)
The only reason I send these messages is to be sure that all of my
fellow man have it, as their tool to continue their journey with
lights within them to replace the heavy burden in this Earth that
we are living.
To my fellow man and with all of respect to all of you.
My only purpose is to give you the right direction how to step in
into the light.
It is the "No Beginning And No End, The All That Is, The
Creation, The Source" that was hidden for so long that is already
within you since the day you were born as human but was blocked
by evil energies and they truly created another being within us.
A being with so much anger, pride, arrogance, lies and many more
negative thoughts that you know of.
That is not the real you. That's the fake one.
The only reason why those evil are within us is to create a wall to
the other side of truth that prevent humans to connect with the
Source, the Creation.
The truth of awakening is not of material, and not also by
believing only, but by seeing into the light, and be with the light,
until you become the light itself.
Now, the door is open, and it is up to you what you are going to do
next.
The "Free Will" is a Universal Law.
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You can choose which way to go.
Here I will write the complete steps as a pattern for the journey to
the beyond then, it is up to you.
You can act on it and see for yourself, what is the truth and reality
out there.
The secret of all secrets will be unfold along the way that was
hidden for a very, very long time ago.
The doorway to the light that many humans want to know but was
denied from them. This time, the door is open to all of you.
The human body has its greatest secret key to the beyond and that
is the only precious gift that human have until the body expires.
The hidden key is just right between the eyebrow and between the
human brain that connect to the doorway to Higher Kingdom, the
Source, The no beginning and no end, and many more names
regarding the Infinite Power that runs the whole Galaxies and
Universes.
The Spiritual Masters who come and go from different time left
their footprints for humans to follow.
They all called it, "The Human Third Eye".
Some called it, Cosmic transmitter to communicate the Source of
all Sources.
That is the reason why evil energies keep human blind until
human body expires.
Here are the steps:
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First, you have to leave behind in your mind all material
education that you had learned on Earth for it is a part of
programming and it is useless in spiritual search for truth.
To explore the beyond means, surrender all physical belief and
don't bring anything but your true self alone, the real you within
you only, and nothing more.
You set up a very quiet time in your place, and be sure your body
are relax and comfortable as much as you can, and be sure no one
bothers you.
Choose the position of you body as you please.
Lying on bed is more better way to do. (day time or night time)
Lay down on your bed for few minutes, then cover you eyes with a
piece of light cloth just to be sure it is totally dark and out from
lights around you.
Take a long deep breath 3-5 times to balance the pressure from
your body until you can fell your heartbeat in normal way.
In that point, remember your purpose.
The real you, the door that you are going in to, to communicate
face to face with the Creation. That is your purpose and your full
focus.
The starting point:
Move your eyes upward at the middle of your eyebrow around the
center of your forehead. (your third eye position)
Use the full force of your brain but slowly straight to the outlet of
your forehead. (Your Third Eye)
Focus only on that target.
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While you are waiting and adjusting with your third eye, your
brain will produce things that you don't need... like, talking to
yourself, asking questions, pictures of imaginations, many
memories will come out, that is your ego that are trying to block
your way and that is the "Wall" to keep you away from the
Doorway.
That is your real enemy within you.
Now, close that memory door and erase all disturbances like dust.
Remember this one thing, your spirit is the master of your brain.
If you feel some kind of headache, it's normal because your brain
never try before this kind of communication or tuning for contact.
Pull back for a while and continue to the target with patience.
Focus again and wait...
The first thing you can see is pitch black.
The second thing will see, is pitch black forming into a cloud or
smoke. (you are now communicating)
The third thing you will see, is the black cloud forming into circles
and turning as wheel of waves.
From here, keep steady... focus to the cloud... hold on to what will
appear, the target must not change.
The fourth thing you will see, is the appearance of white cloud
that will mix together with the black cloud.
The fifth thing you can see, they are turning together in one
rotation. Crisscross of some fireflies, the very tiny ones will
appear.
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The sixth thing you can see, while those white and black turning
slowly, the appearance of "Sparks of Lights" many of them moving
inward to your third eye. (now be patient and focus)
Now, be aware that the Creation is on its way to communicate
with you by its own way, by its own secrets, and by its own power.
The first glorious contact: (it has two principles, Motion and
Stop.)
Those clouds will disappear and will become one with the
Creation and the "Infinite Fire with the Power of Lights from the
Creation" comes into contact with you spirit that will shock your
whole body with tremendous Brightness that all you can see is
Light around you and the lights are now within you.
Now you face to face with God of all the Gods in the Universes.
Now you will understand what is the language of God that no man
can never understand its power.
It will stay in contact within you as long as it takes by its will and
when it's over, the new you will appear in this Planet.
No one will ever think that the light is within you, and you are
with the light, and no one will ever think that you are with God
and God is within you, means your body mind, and spirit are with
God.
The Star Being within you is awake.
This only the beginning, you have to nurture the being within you
until it become a complete light, and to incarnate the light within
you.
Those lights are very alive, I mean all of them within your body.
Yes, they are all alive, all of them.
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On Earth right now, we also have many brothers and sisters that
are with the lights, here we also have brothers with lights name
Brother Nemesis and Brother Lion and many more to come.
Now it is your turn to decide.
After the final gathering of spiritual beings, this knowledge will
become common to all for we are all heading in the same
direction.
With all of my respect to my fellow man and wishing only that this
message and guidance shall be useful in your journey.
My greatest thanks to my brother Lion for helping me and hoping
only that lights shall be all yours for the good of your spirits that
we move together to the beyond.
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Reader BB: "...evil beings have to retire permanently
together with their allies the bad E.T.s and their
slaves..." Posted By: Lion
Date: Sunday, 17-Mar-2013
To:Brother Lion
Thank you very much brother Lion for helping me again and
indeed I am glad that my messages reached to all of our fellow
man.
With all of my respect to my fellow man, and even though I am
not good enough to translate this to your own language, I try my
best to pass it all to you. (sorry again for the grammar)
Here, I write some words regarding what is happening around us.
There are so many events many millions of years ago that we all
don't know, but those events, all of them are recorded and kept in
the Library Planet very far away from here on earth.
Electronic Civilizations occurred a very long time ago from
different times and age. This will be only a very small window for
us to see and understand what was passed.
Earth was ruled by many Gods and it is true also that none of
them are good ones except the Celestial Sons who watched the
earth closely and recorded all events billions of years ago and no
events on earth missed until now.
Since those Gods invaded earth as their last resort, this earth are
already occupied by another Gods where battles are seen up in
heavens and also seen by many beings in many Galaxies that mark
the planet earth, "The 3rd Dimension Planet for the Killing
Machines".
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Those Gods are master of erasing civilizations and they are good
at it. All of them from different times.
When they erased a civilization, a single wire of electronic
components or screw surely disappeared.
That cycle goes on, and on and on.
That is the reason why we try to make a contact from the good
beings from another star, but no replies.
Earth is a no-fly zone according to the code they had to follow.
There are one million peaceful beings out there and all are in a
very advance civilization beside human form immortal beings.
(all peaceful beings are not allowed to enter the 3rd dimension
reality…that is "Earth")
If we take a look at the facts that the names of our planets from
our own solar system are based on the names of Greek Gods and
even though we go back to the Sumerian times, what are the
names of our solar system and planets that was used by those
Gods billions of years ago far away from those times?
What are the names used of many scientists in our time, and what
can they provide by using their 2 thousand or more years old
science?
It is truly clear enough for us to understand that they are guessing
and still in the process of trial and error.
The "make believe" is very devastating to humans that was created
by those scientists as a part of programming.
Secretly, they are all after the knowledge of the beings from the
stars. Not lucky, they fall to the hands of the Exile Gods.
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The human form star beings that are us, are from a very, very far
Galaxies and Planets and that is our origin, your origin.
This is a fact that was hidden from every human beings.
All the planets in the universes including earth are all hollow that
are designed by Celestial Beings that holds together as set in all
solar systems to withstand the balance that will last for many
billions of years with a powerful force within it to react with each
other as high quality of electromagnetic fields hold each other in a
very precise distance, size and weight that any dimensions are be
able occupied the solar systems area, but in a different category
and quality.
This is where dimension lies by its own quality. This information
is not complete yet.
It is all in the Library Planet far away from earth.
Soon, we all know all of the secrets.
As long as this planet earth are not unified yet with the "Peaceful
Universal Community", this earth will remain an easy target by
those exiles Gods Space Travelers that until now are ruling the
earth.
The suffering of humans and their silent prayers are truly heard
out there and witness by many peaceful beings on their screens in
every Galaxies and Planets in every dimensions.
In this coming time, no one can "Stir" humans anymore. Those
negative evil beings have to retire permanently together with their
allies the bad E.T.s and their slaves; all of them have to go.
Here's a message from one of the masters that you knew of:
"In my father's house, there are many rooms for everyone..."
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It means...vast Universes, Galaxies and Planets for everyone to
live by. (your original homes)
Many of us wondered why Celestial Beings need spacecrafts.
To understand this things, we have to open our minds wide as we
can, like a part of the universe, to know what celestial beings did
billions of years ago.
They inherit those powers within them from the source called
Creation. The only source of knowledge.
They created Galaxies, Planets by their own minds. Creating those
things most powerful force needed to complete by the highest
level of understanding and constant bombardment of lights in two
direction that meets together until they exploded and become one
in a form of spherical matter. (the seed of a planet)
They truly have their own privacy and created a non-physical
planet just for them to stay as their home base.
How big it is?
That's what we're about to know when the book of secrets are
available to us from the Library Planet.
All those vast Galaxies and planets that belong to Peaceful
Universal Community are very close to each other as brothers.
Anytime when galaxies, solar systems, planets are in trouble,
Celestial beings will come and supervise although they don't have
any form but pure light energy, they can come anywhere,
anyplace, inside those motherships of their brothers.
They can create, in time, a material being that they can use as a
tool to communicate with their brothers and discuss all matters by
their own way of communication.
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They have the ability to travel in seconds by their minds and
produce a copy from them while they are in their home planet
watching the events to unfold.
The being that they created in front of their brothers are used to
counteract the physical reality and any dimension that they had
created according by its rules that they made.
The physical form that they're in are able to connect to all
material things like walking, touching, operational things like
maneuvers and many more thing that are needed.
At the same time they are watching themselves on the other side.
Spacecrafts are used as a tool for fixing things until it's done.
When it comes to upgrading planets into another dimension, that
is their area of expertise.
They been designing things billions of years ago and all of them
are immortals. They are also escorted by their brothers in
spaceships.
Events are all recorded also and shortly deposit to the Library as a
reference for playback. The pattern of using material things is to
control the smallest detail as perfect as can be. They are all
perfectionist by their own idea.
If they used their minds to fix things like they created it, it will be
a disaster for their minds are so powerful and the excess power
are immeasurable for they always been accessing force of power
from the source called Creation.
They are all very careful not to overuse those powers.
After the things are done, the being they created and was used will
just fade away then goodbyes will be said to their brothers.
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The great love of brotherhood are superior in every way that us,
humans, just begin to understand but soon things will be better.
Soon, we all be home.
With all of my respect to my fellow man.
I thank also my brother Lion to be with me in this moment and
it's my only wish to send this messages to all of you.
I apologize about my writings.
I thank also Madam Rayelan for everything. Thank you brother
Lion and Madam Rayelan.
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Reader BB: "Earth crust are expanding and water
will rise up worldwide." Posted By: Lion
Date: Monday, 25-Mar-2013
To: Brother Lion
My honest greetings to you brother Lion and to all of your group.
My warm greetings also to my fellow man. (again, sorry for the
grammar)
I try my best to translate this messages to your own language and
hoping all the words shall be understood to all of my fellow man.
With all of my respect to all of you.
My messages is all about bridging the present time up to the time
of mother earth final transformation to another dimension.
9 months more to go will be a very long way to our physical bodies
for our bodies will be under pressure of everything and many
things to come.
From North, South, East and West, all parts of the earth, appears
a very difficult times.
I send this secret sacred healing for your body that was hidden
from humankind many thousands of years ago.
This is the right time to reveal for everyone, and used it to regain
your strength.
These method was carefully followed in secret by many spiritual
teachers and prophets.
They all called it "the gift from God".
Use it until the new earth dimension arrive.
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There's always a time in our third dimension reality and all the
things meant to be hidden, just to be revealed in a very strangest
way.
Time played its role in between events and it always be.
Time also challenges humanity when the truth reveals in front of
everyone in a very surprising way.
Many of our fellow man are about to witness the great events
unfold with our own eyes.
Many also cannot make it for they are weak, sick and about to
pass.
Some also are are hopeless and may not survive for they cannot
afford to pay the medical bills.
Sickness occurred only when human body lost its polarity that
balance with earth magnetic fields.
Some sickness also created by some black magicians or evil to
attack the polarity balance. Desire to know the truth? Look into
your heart where the knowledge is bound.
You know that human form is dual, balance in polarity while form
is form.
Know that when death approaches, it is only because your balance
is shaken.
It is only because one pole has been lost.
Know that the secret of life is the restoring the balance of poles.
All that exists has form and is living because of the spirit of life is
in its poles.
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Here are the guidelines that will help you restore your health that
you too, shall not taste of change.
(share this information to all of your fellow man so that they too,
can use it as a tool to survive in the coming changes of earth
dimension to protect their minds, body and spirits as we move all
together to the beyond)
1. One hour each day shall you lie down with your head pointed to
the place of positive pole (NORTH).
2. One hour each day shall your head be pointed to the negative
pole (SOUTH).
While your head is placed to the northward, hold your
consciousness from chest to head.
And when your head is placed southward, hold your thought from
chest to feet.
Hold the balance in each chakra (seven chakra) and your whole
body will be in balance and will retain the whole of its strength.
If you are old, the body will freshen and the strength will become
as youth's.
Here I speak about the incoming changes of earth.
The new "Sar Energy" that are building up within the earth core,
also provide changes for the planet to form a perfect round
spherical shape.
Many scientists also baffled about what will happen next.
The truth is these things occurring never happen before in earth
history.
The Earth is growing day by day.
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The earth crust are expanding while humans are asleep with their
own designed troubles.
The meteor that was seen days ago brighter but no sound as it
passed by, and no fiery tail behind it, these are manifestation of
UFOs.
That was conducted by a huge spaceship far above earth using
beam to control its direction.
Sending messages to everyone to move to the higher ground while
earth are in its way of transformation.
Earth crust are expanding and water will rise up worldwide.
It is a message not to alarm much about real meteors.
Celestial Sons are all ready to counter any coming meteors.
It is a wake up call and prepare for the incoming waters.
With all of my respect to all of my fellow man and my greatest
thanks to brother Lion for helping me again.
All the words that I write for your health belong to all of you. May
all of you have a good health all the time.
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Reader BB Replies: "The start of cleaning from two
spacecrafts begins after sundown or sunset." Posted
By: Lion
Date: Tuesday, 26-Mar-2013
My warm Greetings to you brother Lion.
Today is 27th, the complete full moon.
The start of cleaning from two spacecrafts begins after sundown
or sunset.
That will be tonight until January 2014.
It will be every night and I will be watching also and observing as
much as I can from the skies, and all things around us.
Thank you very much for your help brother.
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Reader BB: "...I have sent to all of our brothers and
sisters are indeed have every copy in every
mothership..." Posted By: Lion
Date: Wednesday, 27-Mar-2013
All the words that I have sent to all of our brothers and sisters are
indeed copied in every motherships and read by all Celestial
Beings and has reached very far to many peaceful beings in the
galaxies and planets including the letters that you had just wrote.
They have those words right now and they all hear your request.
The good purpose will not be broken.
The star beings of humankind will move forward as well as the
earth solar system renew its quality.
Have a good day brother.
With all of my respect to you and our fellow man.
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Posted By: Lion Date: Sunday, 31-Mar-2013
To: Brother Lion
My greatest thanks to you brother Lion and my honest greetings
to all of your group and also to my fellow man.
(I apologize for the wrong grammar)
There are times in our life that we wondered what is out there?
Are those things about flying machines real?
How it looks like from the inside?
Seems like good to know all about it.
The fact is, you know that already! Just your memory was erased
by those who trapped your spirit on earth.
So, you may think "how long I been here on earth?"
Knowing that spirits on earth are 800 to 100 million years old
then you may say,
"What? I'm stuck here in this place for that long?"
And yes! You are. But cool down for a while.
Let's make a little review and give our spirits a little favor for our
spirits are seeking only for truth and nothing more.
There's a mothership beside Venus (I called them the guardian of
earth solar system) and they are our solar system visitors.
The mothership is at the dark side of Venus so the ship will not be
exposed much in sunlight. They don't Intrude, they don't
interfere, but they are there to observe the condition of the planet
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earth and its inhabitants, living things, plants and animals and the
spiritual growth of mankind. They are the guardians on earth.
The mothership is a shape of a saucer facing together.
A large ship containing a self-composed world, Ten miles in
diameter and housing of few thousand immortal human being
forms.
The ship form is like the solar system. It resembles a Galaxy. They
are from Alpha Centauri next to our solar system.
(they are the Alpha Centaurians).
Inside that mothership is a very beautiful city.
A city inside the spaceship.
At the center of the ship are five miles in each direction and the
sky ceiling is five miles straight above.
The city smoothly glows by its own lights every corner and every
square inch.
The symmetry of the interior of the ship form a wonderful halfsphere, crowned by a uniform cloud overcast all around, yet all is
clear as daylight within the city of the mothership.
The Cylindrical shape spacecraft that was seen many times on
earth and around Mt. Shasta are from that mothership and are
use only for observation.
The orbs or bright lights that had been seen by many human eyes
around the world are from that ship also.
Those orbs are made of high quality crystal with high dimensional
cameras in it to record human birth, death and spiritual growth.
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Those lights, including smaller spacecraft, are all controlled at a
monitor by spaceship engineers. All of those craft are fly by a
beam and has no engine in it. The velocity of those craft are 10
million to 20 million miles per hour.
The spherical shape craft that is manned by two persons, is at that
same speed.
Few humans have flown like that. When they do, they are given a
pellet of nectar before the flight to balance the functions of their
bodies in order to withstand everything to survive, for the mortal
body are not designed for that speed.
That is also the reason why those spacecraft can turn in a very
quick speed at the angle of 45 degrees and gone away.
Also capable of transparency because those crafts are made of
crystal.
Telemeter photos and news events on earth are reproduced there
from Mothership and also capable to pass information to all
Universal peaceful community in minutes in our earth time.
The spherical form craft in any size are the best product of Alpha
Centaurians.
It is made of 30 layers of plastic crystal material.
The first five layers reflect back all lights and the most thermal
heat.
Other layers are positive charge and negative charged and each is
insulated from other by nonconducting sheets.
Any radiation is converted into positive or negative energy by the
magnetic field that surrounds the spherical craft. They are the
finest of ships.
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In other words, all Universal Peaceful Community have those
Motherships and spacecrafts. All of those are everywhere in many
galaxies, planets that are within the community.
The Supreme Commander of that Mothership is a Patriarch.
I guess all of you knew him already.
He was on earth 2 thousand years ago.
May some of you remember your personal past history.
There are many Patriarchs in the Universal Peaceful Community.
One day you will remember them all.
I am sorry also to bother your time.
With all of my respect to my fellow man and a lot of thanks to my
brother Lion.
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BB Replies: "There are no fakes in Universal Peaceful
Community." Posted By: Lion
Date: Monday, 1-Apr-2013
To:Brother Lion
With all of my respect to your respond.
As of now, as you can see, the events on earth are unfolding.
The concern of the Celestial Sons are what matter most.
There are many things humans still don't know what lies ahead in
these coming time, days and months.
If human think "those things are not happening or the help will
not come", you got it wrong in your belief.
There are many things happening right now which you cannot see
by any human vision from their eyes.
Human intellect still based on emotions.
Things that occur as I speak, are very heavy enough that newsmen
are very hesitant to report to all of you.
They are willing to cover it up by their little entertainment.
The spacecrafts who passes the sun are the spacecrafts who cleans
the earth of all evil forces.
The spacecraft beside Venus is spacecraft not for battle but only
for observation.
The decisions of the Celestial Beings are all well arranged.
If you can double many times your vision to see the skies then you
can see what is going on right now.
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The battleship spacecraft are in their position.
The cleaning of evil forces has begun.
If humans still think no one cares about them then you are
mistaken.
There will be no nukes to fly anytime, those things will be shot
down before they take off in air. Any war station will be wiped out
soon as both party declares war.
Every war machine on earth are locked-on targets.
The help you need is in front of your eyes.
Many contaminated areas on earth or in oceans are already in the
cleaning process.
Many species in the ocean are already saved but many also cannot
be saved.
Many events will occur but you will not receive any news.
Your requests are being served but you will not know where to
look to see it.
The evidence will be covered (hidden) by your own fellow man.
The evil energy forces are on the run.
They will be gone soon.
What will be your words to the Celestial sons when the earth are
already clean?
Will you mock them like the way you do?
We are here to serve our fellow man but not to serve our personal
emotions.
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If the lights are within you then you understand exactly what I
mean.
There are no fakes in Universal Peaceful Community.
We are all one with the Light.
Soon you will all see how heavy and powerful the will of
brotherhood in heavens is.
As of now, the action is on and will continue until it's all finished.
All the coming events will also be recorded and also the mocking
of the Celestial Beings are also recorded and pass to every part of
the peaceful community.
With all of my respect to all of you.
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Posted By: Nemesis
Date: Wednesday, 16-Apr-2014
To: Brother Tom
Hello again brother Tom and to all.
I am sorry to bother your time hoping everyone still have enough
energy to battle the time that are heading towards us.
As you can see clearly what lies ahead, there will be more things
to come that are not common to everyone. As an overall
preparation, planet earth is about to crack in many ways
worldwide.
As you already knew a very long time ago, this solar system that
we are in, is already outdated a very long time ago.
All planets in our solar system and its resources were consumed
by many dark beings and the last planet they are about to
consume is the planet that we are living on now, where all of our
loved ones live.
You have to try to remember everything this time for these surface
battles of humans happened before, millions of years ago. This
planet earth and its trap are from negative forces who have been
with us many millions of years.
This solar system that we live in now is about to be renewed.
The real battle will be performed from outer space by the Celestial
Sons for they see everything who come and go.
The real obstacle that we are facing is the material you and the
material me, for we are all in physical state. Deep inside us is a
light being, the immortal one which is what you are and what we
are.
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Never ever think that any events on earth are not recorded by the
Celestial Sons.
They also send messages and light on the spot of any battle.
They also send signs of their presence and powerful positive
vibrations to anyone and everyone that will shake deep inside into
their hearts and bones and gives them a little shake to their souls.
There will be changes of everything based on humans senses,
people will seek the light within them as a tool to move out from
this planet.
Originally, humans are not from earth and many are longing
to go back to their real home.
In many planets and universes, there are travelers, explorers,
missionaries, volunteers, pilots and engineers and also musicians.
Those beings who travel anywhere and everywhere knew what is
Earth, for they are all educated about many things but willing to
experience what we called challenge.
Many come in many forms.
Many inventors also "go with the flow". They all knew also what
kind of solar system and planets they were heading to. In short,
many are longing to go back home now because you are one of
those beings.
This time, negative beings will tease you all the way so you cannot
and will not remember who you are.
This battle is not about material things, it is about spiritual
revelation.
Day by day you can feel vibrations and that vibration will expand
little by little until you can pass those vibrations to everyone you
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meet, you know, and even to your loved ones, friends, to plants
and animals because all that lives have spirits within them in
another level.
While positive forces grow, negative forces suffer.
Many of you here at RMN and readers are originally not from this
planet. Many of you also are travelers from many planets and
many universes from different times and different places.
You are all immortals, you know?
Are you physically tired now or are you just getting started? In
every corner on earth, they did hear the call.
Go within and be with the light and let the light be with you. Feel
the infinite power from the source of Creation because you are a
part of it.
With all of my respect to all of you and have a good journey
to the beyond.
Thank you very much brother Tom and to all crew of RMN.
May you all have a good day.
Albert
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Reader BB: "....All melted by the beam from the
spacecrafts, including underground bunker at
Denver Airport." Posted By: Lion
Date: Monday, 10-Jun-2013
To Brother Lion:
Once again, my warm greetings to you and all to all of my fellow man
in all races.

If you found some mistakes of my writing I'm really sorry, I am
not good in grammar.
The purpose of these messages are the coming events that many
are not aware of but, was known to beings who bring light to their
brothers and sisters whom just passed in our earth plane.
In the coming time that are heading our way, those mountains
worldwide will move slowly in different direction.
This is the time where spiritual human beings will arise with their
purposes and gather their people to the higher ground.
These events are guided by many of your spiritual brothers from
space that now surround the earth.
All human beings on earth are identified not by their names but
by their aura.
Those beings who take human life are all identified, every one of
them, all over the earth including earth rulers, all of them.
Those beings who have been hiding underground, millions of
them all over the earth, that are also capable to read these
messages, here are the full messages to all of you.
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"The tunnels that you are in are already weakened by the beam
from those spacecrafts who track all of your movements inside
your cities."
"The magma from the volcanoes all over the earth are headed your
way in all tunnel's directions. Magma will penetrate all the tunnels
worldwide."
"All doors are already locked and melted by the beam from the
spacecrafts, including underground bunker at Denver Airport."
The magma are directed by those spacecrafts as a part of recycle.
All the days of rulers on earth are already numbered and all their
spirits will be wiped out away from their bodies.
All the missiles worldwide will be melted down and pulverized to
prevent harming the earth that is now transforming into a new
one.
Oil and gasoline and all sources that come from earth will be
blocked.
No single human owns the earth or any living beings on earth.
The call of immortal beings who are here for their duty and who
volunteer to help, will face to their final destiny and will take their
action accordingly.
My great respect to you Brother Lion and to all mankind.
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Reader BB: "I don't mind where this letter fall - but
silently, these waters will come and they don't stop
coming." Posted By: Lion
Date: Sunday, 23-Jun-2013
To: Brother Lion
My warm and honest greetings to you Brother Lion and to all
mankind in all race.
Here, I send to all of you the things I know that is now in progress.
Anyway, I don't mind where this letter fall.
Will it be in a good hands or the opposite.
The Earth situation now is in a different kind of process.
In the coming events which is major and unstable, the waters on
earth will flow from the inside going upward to the surface in
every corners of the earth.
It means, they will rise silently with synchronization worldwide.
Those waters will cover cities, airports, all facilities that are
functional today. It takes only days to cover those areas.
The earth's crust is moving and expanding while everyone is
asleep.
Those mountain areas worldwide are weakened from the inside as
deep as it goes.
The magma are almost complete to meet each other's direction.
Those dry places like deserts and many more of that kind, like the
Grand Canyon, will be filled with water again and this time, it will
be huge but very silent.
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Those mountains will move in different directions and some will
sink but new land will rise.
Himalayan mountains will be in a different position.
All desert areas will be filled with water and some lands will fall to
the deep ocean.
Airfields will be no more, Las Vegas will be no more, HAARP will
be no more and many more places will be no more, worldwide.
There are many safe places worldwide that are safe to go. Move to
the higher grounds.
This is not happening now but these events are on the way.
People will be separated in two groups.
The ones who are ready and the ones who are not ready.
The long crack on rivers and deserts, deep inside, are the channels
of rising waters which will flow upward silently.
There will be no tidal waves, but silently, these waters will come
and they won't stop coming.
To all mothers, fathers, grandfathers and grandmothers in all
races, use your last resources and knowledge to save all your
children.
Do help yourself for no one in any form of government will
perform any rescue. (they will be very busy saving themselves)
But many lightworkers will be on their way.
Follow them, they know where the safest places are.
With all of my greatest respect to Brother Lion and to all
mankind.
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Reader BB: "Everyone will be tested by your own
self." Posted By: Lion
Date: Wednesday, 3-Jul-2013
To Brother Lion:

My warm greetings to you Brother Lion and to all mankind,
likewise to all lightworkers who spend almost all of their energy to
save their fellow man.
(again, sorry for the grammar)
Surely this time, anywhere we go, search, observe, think, sleep,
rest, pressure is at its best.
Physical balances are affected.
These days are not the same compared to 50s and 60s where
everything was smooth enough to enjoy the company of our loved
ones.
Tough days are here right now.
Everyone will be tested by your own self.
Wise men don't give up but take the challenge as it comes.
These events that are just around the corner were played before a
very long time ago in our past life yet, we are all here again,
waiting for the final encounter and what will it be this time?
To be clear, there are no man-made things or anything that can
harm our spiritual immortal beings that are from the light.
Those things can never penetrate our star being from the Source.
We are a part of the Source from the deepest secret of the
universe.
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We are here for the great battle that was fought before and we are
here again.
Some of you wonder "what are we going to do next?"
If any of you have this question it means, you need the light but
not the simple light, but the light from the Source.
The best armor that a human being can have is the light within
you. To get it then you have to "Go within".
If a single man is hit by a bullet and then fall down and die, in
seconds, that man will stand up, not physically but spiritually, and
will continue the battle and win his purpose.
That is what immortal beings can do when that being is with the
light. We lose nothing and continue to the beyond.
We are not young spirits; indeed, we are old and wise and
understand and that's the reason why in your hearts and souls,
you all volunteer to help mankind, to shield them as you can and
show them there are Celestial Beings out there who are guiding
everyone.
Our enemy is an old enemy from the dark forces of the universe.
They are not humans but forces from the dark side of many
Galaxies.
They have always brought battles here on earth as their testing
ground, then move out when they are successful.
This time, stand your ground. Sumerians did the same.
When they got what they wanted, they moved out all together with
their Motherships and leave without a trace.
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There are so many things hidden to mankind but will unfold in a
short time. What all of them do here on earth is all recorded and
no event missed.
Physically, we are in a difficult time. Spiritually, we are just
getting started.
With all of my respect to all lightworkers and my honest thanks to
you, Brother Lion.
(P.S. We, the lightworkers, are the dark force's worst enemy. Do
take good care of yourselves always)
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Reader BB: "My last message to humankind"
Posted By: Nemesis

Date: Tuesday, 23-Jul-2013
Greetings, Brother Tom.
I hope and wish that my last message to humankind shall reach to
them with your help and wish you well to your journey.
Thank you very much for your help.
The war of the Gods lasted 10,000 to 50,000 years or more. After
the Gods left, two billion years ago, they left tracks that are now
visible in the eyes of humankind.
The Nuclear Reactor at Oklo, Gabon, Africa was made by those
Gods.
The Gods that came from different places from many Galaxies
were here on earth to explore their abilities and to expand their
warfare techniques that are very, very ahead of our time.
Humans mimic all their highest technologies and their secrets of
black magic.
There are no Gods that can prolong those wars even though they
are immortals.
There are 150 or more thousands of Gods in different times and
abilities and the last ones were the Sumerian Gods.
Some Gods came down to earth by Armada and some came down
in their advanced spacecraft and as usual, they created instant
civilizations in different ages and times.
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The cloning technology was a very old technique used by those
Gods. Within a short period of time (months) they can create
hundreds of thousands as they please to be their servants and
slaves and to build cities, transportation and many more that
humans nowadays can never imagine.
They stayed on earth for millions of years at the same time, they
were preparing for war to another Gods who reside at another
part of the Earth.
Destructive weapons are their quality of sports and yes! they are
the mad Gods.
Usually they created beautiful and wonderful cities that were
never seen before with our physical eyes as part of their studies.
They also created living things as they wished.
But at the end of their stay they had to destroy it and recycle
everything into dust as a part of the normal process as Gods.
It is just like a child who gets bored by his old toys and throws
them away.
The patterns of those Gods are all the same and nothing changed.
In our present time, the seven billion human beings on earth are
no exemption from those many Gods who came and went and
who created humans on earth.
The Sumerians who created humans in our time are the lucky
ones but not lucky at all.
You have to dig deeper than what you knew all your life.
The truth will choke you and blow your mind into pieces.
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The seven billion human beings on earth that are alive and well
including you, are lucky enough to have a pineal gland and that is
variously postulated to be a vestigial Third Eye, an endocrine
organ or the seat of your soul.
Thanks to a single God (high ranking scientist) who betrayed his
fellow Gods and embedded the pineal gland into human beings
that they designed to serve them.
That God is not lucky at all and was caught up breaking the rules
of the Gods. In other words, that God disappeared by their will.
We all owe our pineal gland to that single high ranking God, who
looked forward for the future of humankind and allowed us to
travel to the beyond, and to be with the light, the Creation, the all
that is, to find the Source, to "Go Within" and to be like them as
Gods.
The truth is, there’s no class A, class B, and class C in spirit but
there are many things to do to upgrade the spirit of light that we
already had since the day we were born and that is your gift from
the beyond and that is the only treasure humans can hold at the
end of his or her borrowed life.
The race of humans by their color, language, education and status
is only a part of God’s programming and not for immortal
application but for the recycle process of incarnation so the spirits
can be applied again in a reincarnation process as a servant or
slave and search for the light.
A human being who finds his own light is free to go home to the
Universes and vast Galaxies where you belong without any
obstacles ahead of you.
Without the pineal gland, the seven billion humans are worth
nothing to the Universes and Galaxies.
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You have to save your spirit because no one will come to save you
but your own self.
If you are with the light, then it is good to let the light grow. If you
haven’t found your light yet, be calm and find your way back
home using your pineal gland to connect you to your immortal
being of light that is already within you, and that is what you
really are.
Many Ancient Teachers were here on earth and their teachings
were banned by many religions.
Those teachers are: Immanuel Ben Joseph or Jesus, Thoth,
Buddha and many more.
Teachers speak about one thing only. The Immortal Light that is
already within you since you were born here on earth.
With all of my respect to all mankind in all races.
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Brother Albert Replies... Posted By: Lion
Date: Wednesday, 23-Oct-2013 To: Brother
Lion
First, I would like to thank you very much more than words that I
can say.
Every human being who searches for truth and answers, time
doesn’t matter but the spirit within you knows the answer and
they are just around you.
When the right time comes, each one will be called and they will
stand and move forward hand in hand with the presence of the
Celestial Sons to restore the damaged Earth and renew it with
their hearts and souls.
These duties are already set up and you will be surprised because
these callings will include you and brother Tom and likewise some
from your area of expertise.
But before that happens, people to have realize there will be Earth
disturbances as it moves to its right course of changing level of her
own reality.
It will be a surprising ride to all.
Tough times are real and good times are also real.
The truth will be revealed as days go by.
We are a part of the purpose, you are a part of the purpose,
humans will survive.
Stand your ground brother Lion, many are depending on you.
Follow your heart and soul.
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The light will comfort you as days come and go.
Your brother.
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"It is my responsibility to pass these words..."
Message from Reader BB (Albert)
Posted By: Nemesis Date: Monday, 2-Dec-2013
To: Brother Tom
Please accept my greetings to all of you and to those who did work for
the good of humanity.
First of all, I would like to thank Madam Rayelan, Brother Lion and all
who contribute their strength; likewise to all readers worldwide for we
are one for the truth.
My honest thanks to you brother Tom for helping me.
It is my responsibility to pass these words that I have kept for a couple
of months. I have decided to release for everyone to read this time, but
it is not my purpose to bring confusion but only to expand our minds
to what is hidden beyond our world for there are truly many worlds
out there in the universes.
A spacecraft appeared from my view, not to high but not to low
where I reside at around 2:35 in the morning last Thursday moving
very slow towards my direction.
It didn’t fly straight but bended movement.
"They send their Greetings to entire RMN agents and readers
worldwide and letting you know that they are all here guiding
everyone to the secret of light without your knowing as a preparation
for People on Earth as Mother Earth transform into a new one."
What I understand from their message is, it’s time for me to send
these events from the beyond for everyone to know what is out there
and where humans are heading.
It’s a long journey indeed by looking backward of what we are, who we
are and our purpose on Earth.
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What world you are living on now and what world you have been
before because truly, there are many worlds.
Not only on this Earth that you are living now but many worlds that
you’ve been before.
Human spirits are Immortal and have been in many worlds.
Let me call you a time traveler, explorer, a light that is connected to
many worlds in the Universes and can travel in an instant as you
please.
Your body now in present time is only considered as your spiritual
clothes. The real you is beyond you.
To understand what one of the Universal Laws of travel is, let’s have
an example here on Earth: you called your friend on the phone
from the South of the Earth, then your friend from the North of the
Earth answers you right away in seconds.
In short, there are so many lines of communications in the Universes
if you know what the channels are from other Planets and who you are
going to talk to and the purpose of your visit.
There are no doubts this time that humans are in search for the
unknown for unknown won’t last longer than what they may think.
The confidence of the human brain at this time is unthinkable for it
operates on a higher frequency. In a matter of seconds it shoots out
tentacles on its way up for higher communication to the Universe and
the spirit of yours travels at the speed of light in different distances
and that’s what scientists are after.
Here in this point I will lay out views where I’ve been as an observer to
another planet as a part of my travels. You don’t need to believe
anything but I suggest you open your mind to all possibilities for
sooner or later, truth will unfold by itself as our Solar System is
changing for the better of every living being on Earth.
In the near future where humans are heading, they will ask questions
which are natural, their answers will be a billion miles long and there
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are more trillions to come for all of them so I suggest take it easy as it
comes for there are no limits in the Universes and all of your questions
will be answered as you move along.
The real and successful researchers are out of human reach. Humans
have to leave everything that they believe and what they have learned
on Earth. Those successful beings not from Earth are Humans too, just
like us, but they exist in a very high frequency of light. They enjoy their
freedom and prosperity far beyond human understanding.
Your spirit knew all of this but let me call it…"Mr.Temporary Off.”
Please forgive me if I offended you but it is only a temporary state of
mind.
However, have you wondered where those good scientists went? Those
good Inventors, Artists, Engineers; those many people who upgraded
civilizations? Upgraded human understanding to its peak?
Those who upgraded humanity and where they came from? Are they
all dead…?
The truth is, it takes many lifetimes to be one of those kind of people
and they have been in many worlds not only on Earth but many just
like Earth where they contributed their knowledge and they are "Here
today and Gone Tomorrow.”
Those beings that I mention are not dead. They are all originally from
a heavenly Planet and all of them exist way beyond human
imagination.
Their purpose? They are world explorers and distributors of
knowledge. It may sound funny but have a second look, watch those
younger scientists now, they are about to change things rapidly. They
don’t stop coming until they’re done.
Let me speak about my observations and study in my visits to other
worlds not on Earth, though it takes only a short period of time then I
have to move back here on Earth.
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On Earth, we have that kind of place where people gather together and
do their business thing. We called it here business centers, World
Trade Centers, Markets and many more names.
In many worlds out there they do their thing also like us. They gather
themselves together also in a single planet where they share
everything as their business is done.
They don’t use buildings of any kind on the ground. They all parked
their spacecrafts above that planet but not high and there are
thousands of them. All kinds of spacecrafts in all sizes from different
planets.
They are all there exchanging and sharing their knowledge and
inventions without using any money, unlike humans.
Their business is beyond barter. Their pattern of exchange is, if you
have a new invention, take it to the production channel area and reproduce it. It will be shared with every being in the universe.
In return, those hundreds of thousands of beings will bring their new
inventions also and be given to you, thousands of them! And it is nonstop, as much as you need, and what you need.
It is wrong to think that they will come to Earth, for example, to take
our natural resources. Those beings are capable to create their own
sources for survival. They all have what they need out there and all of
them are happy to watch humans grow with knowledge and also to
become non-violent but peaceful beings.
As I observed everything and recorded everything, it’s an open
market in our terms. Unlike humans, we cheat, they don’t.
They read auras and minds. On the ground while I am observing and
gathering information, Pathways are made of marbles, with green
grass beside it.
In my surprise, a friendly group of woman, four of them greet me with
a warm "hello" in English! My emotion rush high to the top of my
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brain knowing they are just like us. They all smiled at me as they
passed by, for I am not alien after all! and they are not alien to me.
Compare the view on that planet and their business with how it looks
like here on Earth: it is likely when you go out from your house and
look upward in 90 degrees, half of 360 degrees are full of spacecrafts
in different sizes. Many are huge indeed and many are small and
medium sizes crafts traveling smoothly to one another exchanging
patterns of flights.
Some go down to fetch their wives and children who are at play on the
ground. On the other side of 360 degrees are empty but blue skies.
What I learned from my experience when I am back, I still can feel the
pure love that can’t be explained by me. What I know now is that
Humans are heading in that same direction where everyone is allowed
to be by themselves who truly you are, what you are, and where are
you going.
In the near future, the beyond will be in your hands alone. As part of
my study, none of them are in a hurry, I mean none of them!
They are all calm and truthful to each other but filled with light in
their hearts, though some are not in human form, they are all one with
the light. The Creation/The Source of All.
Soon you will all see these things that are going to unfold. These are all
written and recorded by me after my travels.
Again, my thanks to Madam Rayelan and all her crew, likewise to you
Brother Tom and Brother Lion. May your journey be as good and
fruitful.
With all of my respect to all of you.
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Posted By: Nemesis
Date: Monday, 10-Feb-2014
Greetings to all and may you enjoy time that passes by and all its
blessings.
I wrote this message to all of you hoping it may ease a little bit
of all the pressure you have and continue your journey with peace and
love for yourself and to your fellow man.
As you watch altogether and observe your surroundings, there are
things going on and still keep going on and in a very silent way that
we, material being as humans, cannot and will not understand
the deepest meaning of the deep if you define your judgement based
only on physical understanding. We know it as physical science.
Beyond that is not acceptable anymore; therefore, humans don't grow.
Humans are designed to remember who created them when they know
they have only a few breaths left to go. In that case, they called it in
these famous words, "better luck in your next life".
Man dream and many more dreams, to have access to all treasures on
Earth but in a single minute called "period" he is gone!
Let me speak about "Makers of Worlds" and yes, you may be
interested in "who is who".
That will be the next part of my messages but this time, here are some
pictures from the Celestial Sons at work taken last Jan. 29, 12:00 to
2:33 a.m.
These pictures belong to you and you alone have a chance to crack the
code and meaning and all its purposes to expand beyond your material
judgement that you have learned here on Earth.
With all of my respect to all of you and may all of your journeys be as
wonderful as it is.
Pictures at link...slow load.
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http://bebotlee.blogspot.tw/
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March 2014
To Brother Tom
Greetings to all and may you have a good day.
First, I apologize for this letter of mine and I know it may disturb you
for a while but just regard it as fantasy and it doesn't exist.
I thank all of you who read this and hope time will guide all of you to
the truth that you are seeking.
Thank you very much brother Tom.
Way back 22 million years or so, visitors on earth had been here. I will
name only a few of them for there are millions more of them.
They are from planets: Erra, Aldebera, Koldas, Zeta Reticuli, Vega,
Itibi-Ra, Oktra, Arien, Umno, Larga, Apu, Thiaoouba, Verdant,
Korundor, Sirius System, Janos and many more. You can identify
them by yourself.
They had been here on this planet but none of them speaks out about
who created the two billion year old nuclear reactor at Oklo, Gabon,
Africa.
Now let's make an overview and see to it what they are hiding from us.
To clarify things based on earth knowledge, we will apply our invented
numbers and calculations. We use the numbers to lay down patterns
and to measure the unknown as we move on that gives us an overview
where these billions and trillions of planets and stars and universes
are.
In this view, you can see the possibilities that occurred a very long
time ago, where time and space didn't exist yet but only the Creation
itself which I respect most. In other words, there are no planets, no
stars and no galaxies; no space beings of any kind and there's no life
yet but only the source itself called Creation.
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If you try to find the truth from where you stand now on this planet
earth, to the deepest secrets to the origin of the source called Creation,
then you are lost.
But if you try to find the truth starting where the Creation is, you can
see it all and it gives you an overview up to the level of all extradimensional beings that exist and understand who they are, what they
are and their purposes.
(You may call me names as you please for you are always welcome.)
Here I will speak about the Creator of the universe where all invented
numbers of man are not designed to measure the greatest secrets of
the meta-physical world that keep physical beings away as beings in
physical form are designed to intrude and invade property from the
highest Creators.
In this letter, I will lay down patterns so you may see it clearly and let
your spirit be your guide.
It all begins from here. From the deepest space where numbers of men
don't fit, lies a gigantic single pillar of light. Huge size where you can
combine many solar systems together that form a huge circle as a
pillar of light.
Within the center of the pillar, a single huge transparent planet stands
as an energy channel to 16 huge non-physical planets. Stable energies
of light are well connected to each planet. Each planet resides as a
single teacher of knowledge.
It may sound like God to you right?
None of them wants to be worshipped as God but as a Teacher of
Knowledge and Wisdom.
None of them wants to be called God for they only bow to Source of
Creation.
Without Creation, none of them would exist. In every planet in that
area, there are beings of their kind. They master one subject only in
every planet.
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These are their studies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Master of Electromagnetic fields in all levels.
Master of All gravity forces in all levels.
Master of Material things in all levels.
Master of Positive forces in all levels.
Master of Negative forces in all levels.
Master of Destruction in all levels.
Master of Solar Systems in all levels.
Master of Dimensions in all levels.
Master of All living Beings in all levels.
Master of All Planets in all levels.
Master of All Direction and Travel in all Levels.
Master of Love in all levels.
Master of Light Contribution in all levels.
Master of Cycles and Mapping in all levels.
Master of Transportation in all levels.
Master of Spiritual Travel in all levels.

These are Masters in a non-physical world in a form of Spiritual
Beings of Light. (You may call them God if you want to but they don't
want any title you know? They are far beyond physicists.)
The formation of those planets within a huge pillar of light is like a
cart wheel and the center planet is the one which holds each of the
others with tremendous forces.
After many cycles of their studies, they gathered together and decided
to create a single universe. They all knew about failures and many
failures and effects and decided to control their power of creating for
all positive energies will produce negative energy in the long run.
From where they stand, they started the pattern that we call now, the
cardinal points. The counting of time, while creating the single
universe, was based on their cycles by their own design.
All the things they did were tested by their abilities and many failures
occurred; energies escaped from the boundary of their plans. Cycles
passed again until they had completed a perfect single universe.
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They seeded with life in all the planets they made, they created beings
in many forms, they educated everyone about the secrets of the
universe and travel. They poured love in their hearts, they introduced
the power of Creation, they gave all that they had learned to all that
they created.
They did their best and put all the events in records so many will learn
and come to explore the possibilities of that which lies within their
hearts. After the events were perfected, those powerful teachers passed
the patterns and knowledge to their kind and they continue to create
more universes and they never stop.
They are all perfectionists and immortals you know?
The cardinal pattern that we know here was used a very long time ago
by those Immortals and the results are explosive growth of what we
now call universes.
The arrival of negative beings that are roaming around this planet
earth are the excess energies from where the first single universe was
created. After many cycles had passed, those negative energies
gathered together for they had nowhere to go.
Those energies were pushed away from all levels of electromagnetic
fields until they met each other and became of one kind. They created
their own mind which is negative and nothing more. They got bits and
pieces of positive energies as they went by from planet to planet. Many
cycles passed, they got their own form, a copy from anywhere possible
so they can survive.
They are filled with lust and anger for what they are. Everything for
their survival they stole. A copy cat.
Those beings who created the two billion year old nuclear reactor in
Oklo, Gabon, Africa are negative forces but wise indeed. Now many
follow them for destructive purposes.
About the present visitors up in the skies, choose the best fit for your
belief.
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From here where we stand on this planet to that forbidden area in
space, where everything is hidden, we use the measurement that we
call one million square miles, then you convert it to 100 trillion light
years square, then look closely to the web of a spider.
In every square of that spider web, figure it out; how much do we have
to go and how far is it? The way the spider makes the web is the way
the universal law of travel exists.
If you cut a single thread of that web, the spider will attack you; if the
spider is big enough, the spider will chew you. In space travel there are
walls that were designed so intruders don't come easy, you know?
Let me put it this way; if you play a long playing record on a parlorphone, turn on the power, put the head where the needle is and let it
turn. As you can see, it moves round and round in cycles.
In every turn there is, for example, a hundred years and if you are
tired of waiting then think of every cycle and pretend you don’t see the
walls and push the head sideways then the awful scratch sounds
"screeeech" which means you broke the rules of travel.
Yes, we think we hit the jackpot if we see thousands and even millions
of universes, not knowing we are following the pattern of the spiral
web making from a spider. It's a long way to go and there are no
shortcuts.
In every few turns of that record lies another. In every few turns of
that record lies another dimension and in every dimension lies an
extreme pressure and in every extreme pressure lies a secret and in
every secret lies a key and in every key lies a door and in every door it's
your home.
My apologies to all of you and thanks to RMN group.
Thank you again brother Tom.
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Posted By: Nemesis
Date: Wednesday, 12-Mar-2014
Hello brother Tom,
I hope I don’t bother much of your time and greetings to all of your
group too.
I decided to send this letter to you hoping it may help a bit to all
starseeds that about to read this message.
This will be a short one and hoping it will be useful.
The pictures that you’re about to see was taken last night around 1:00
a.m. together with pictures on those past few nights.
Those are manifestation by the Celestial Sons and was intended to all
of you so you can understand better how the electromagnetic works
that was designed by them in some level.
The two spherical forms that are large in our view in that picture are
controlled from a spacecraft far above in my area.
Those orbs generate forms of living electrons that are designed to mix
with the earth electromagnetic field flow from South to North of this
Earth.
Those are living electrons that are designed to multiply in a very
controlled manner and to spread out worldwide. Those electrons
are designed to protect every living being on the planet.
Don’t be surprised if you see thousands of them or more. It is a part of
nature’s process.
In the other area of those pictures there is a very unique form of light.
Looks like a jelly fish form light but it is not what it seems. Let me
explain it to you.
The strange light represents a being of light within you.
It is a human form that is with the light.
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The first light form from the outside represents a human material
being spreading its arms, and downside are legs in blue color. The
head is in 50 degrees position (right side).
The very white bright light represents light being’s spirit leaving the
material body behind and the position of the head is at 50 degrees (left
position).
The general meaning of all representations and appearances is an
angel of light flying and heading for a flight in 50 degrees left side
direction with its wings spreading.
In some pictures you can see groups of teeny weeny little lights but
those lights have different colors in them. Those colors cannot be seen
in computers but only in cameras.
Their colors are: bright sparkling blue, yellow, purple, orange and red.
Those teeny weeny little lights trigger memories. Their patterns are
designed to wake sleeping minds and contribute functions to human
brains that connect to their universal minds.
Thank you very much for reading the message; your "thank you"
message to the Celestial Sons is answered.
My apologies to all of you and may you have a good day.
Thank you very much brother Tom and have a good journey. Albert
Pics load slow on my old computer: http://bebotlee.blogspot.tw/
2014_03_01_archive.html
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30 May 2014
To Brother Tom
Hello brother Tom and greetings to all.
Forgive me for the words that you’re about to read that may not be
acceptable to everyone and may or may not happen but I will do the
best I can to picture the coming event that is heading to this planet
Earth that everyone should be aware of.
This is what I saw, nothing more and nothing less and these events
where I watched with clear eyes and mind for all of you to get ready for
the worst is on its way.
Brother Tom, I thank you very much for your help and also to
all crews of RMN.
May you all have a good day and may your spirit within you be your
guide.
The day is near when all the clouds gather altogether on this planet
Earth and those clouds will be seen worldwide by many people that
form in horizontal formation that will darken the skies.
In every miles of those clouds are deep holes in it.
Everyone can see it by their very own eyes.
Powerful strikes of electromagnetic forces came out from the deep
holes within those clouds and powerful punches of thunder that will
shatter man made things.
Within those clouds is an energy source which is designed to
manipulate gravity forces on earth that we humans can only wonder
what is going on.
Twelve kilometers under your feet in the ground are vast deposits of
waters worldwide even in every desert area. The waters in there were
designed billions of years ago by our Solar System designers for
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recycle purposes to keep this Earth in perfect balance in a form of
renewal.
To everyone who is not ready to accept this you have to be ready
now and gather your loved ones to the higher ground and stay there
for as long as it takes.
When magnetic forces lessen its level, changes occur in short period of
time. Be sure to take all the things out within your houses for all things
will fall not downward but upward into the air.
If you have pets tie them up in a safe way so they don’t fall upward and
away from you.
Every positive being is designed to stay with their children and they
will not be harmed.
All negative beings are designed to fall upward with no excuses; none
of them will be back on the ground again.
Give way to the coming burst of waters from within this planet and
find a place safe to your loved ones.
Some of you know exactly what to do. When these things occur and
you see the clouds forming in horizontal line, move as quickly as you
can for these event wait for no one.
Watch for the silent rising waters at night for they are very quiet and
dangerous to all living beings indeed.
With all of my respect to all of you and may all of you have a good day.
Again, thank you brother Tom and have a good journey to all.
Albert
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Summer 2014
To Brother Tom
Hello again brother Tom and greetings to all.
May all of you have a good day.
I wrote this letter to all of you not to bother your state of being but
only to send some short view as a pathway to the unknown where
many are wondering what is out there on the other side.
In our present time, real changes is on its way. Some are visible
and some are invisible. Some changes that you can feel and some you
cannot feel. People pass away everyday and newborn babies arrive.
Nature always plays by its rules as well as Universal laws that exist.
Let me speak about places beyond our Solar System where people in
the future dare to explore.
Many light years away from this planet are so many more planets. In
every dimension lies millions and millions of planets. There lie so
many higher civilizations.
Indeed they are in many forms and sizes; they are all humans.
While we are proud to be ourselves for what we are and what humans
have achieved, many of their invented spacecrafts for personal
transportation travel 10 million miles per hour in earth time counting.
But many are advanced spacecraft that travel in a speed of light that
are used for long distance purposes.
Many also from those higher civilizations had been in war just like
here on earth but that was millions of years ago as a part
of their histories. They are now in a higher level of understanding and
there are so many of them.
As part of their goal, invention, sharing of knowledge and most of all,
they all realized the power of Creation as a source of all life and they
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respect all life in the Universes and their intention is for the good of all
living beings anywhere and everywhere they go.
Many of those civilizations are barred by Celestial Sons not to come
near in our solar system for their own safety. They are also well
informed about our past and present events. Many of them also
hoping to see us in a new way of understanding how the Universes
work and all of those planets and so many galaxies.
How brilliant those plans we have to travel far, far away and to explore
what we know as Galaxies.
If an astronaut knows what the meaning of Creation is and realizes it,
then "he" the astronaut is also realized by his true intention but if any
human being in that form know nothing about Creation then he will be
barred by the Celestial Sons and be brought back to earth for he is
unknown to any civilization that are with the Light called Creation.
In other words, they got nowhere to go but only inside this solar
system. But if they insist, their spacecraft will be shot down by the
Celestial Sons. Those areas outside this solar system are prohibited
from any earthman.
If man changes his understanding and respects the Universal law, the
rules also change and man will be welcomed anywhere he may want to
explore with the guidance of many higher civilizations.
Who knows? Man might not want to come back to earth knowing how
great it is to be out there with their newly found friends.
Let me speak about solar systems that are now far from ours.
Not every solar system works in the same way. Many work in many
secrets. Many solar systems also don't need suns and moons for they
are designed in many ways.
In every solar system there are guards. They call themselves the
Celestial Sons.
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There are so many of the them guarding the secrets and many more
secrets of the Universes and Galaxies but welcome all humans who
begin to realize the light within them as a part of Creation.
Don't you feel that you’re going home soon?
I thank you brother Tom and also Madam Raye for your help and may
all of you have a great day as we move to the beyond.
With all of my respect to all of you and may you have a good journey.
Albert (thanks again brother Tom)
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Keep away from fault-lines: Bebotlee Lee Posted By:
Nemesis
Date: Tuesday, 2-Sep-2014
To Brother Tom
Hello Tom and hoping I do not bother much of your time.
It is time for me to send some pictures regarding the visit of our
brothers The Celestial Sons that everyone wants to know about their
presence and wishing that all of RMN agents and readers are always
in good health and may the light within them grow brighter and
brighter everyday as days pass by.
First of all let me express my sadness to Yuri (Valiant’s best friend) for
it may a be a coincidence that my best friend (King) a 12 years old
small, white, hairy dog passed away on 10th day last month.
I am so sad that my tears don't stop falling while my friend is dying in
my arms.
In short, after my friend was cremated, me, my wife and my daughter
went for a retreat to the highest tourist spot called Lalashan
Mountains in my area. It is hundreds more tail of a dragon to get there
to the top of 1,500 or more meters. The road turns every five seconds
or more for a straight two hours (my goodness). We settled up there in
a cottage for a night.
After a few days of sadness and tears, it was Tuesday morning at 1:10
am to 1:35 am, from the record that I did. I was in a state of balancing
myself with a cup of coffee and cigarette from my window.
Way down from my window at the first floor is the road where vehicles
pass all the time and I am on the fourth floor.
Strong vibrations keep on pouring all over me and I knew something
was going on. I did pick up my cheap camera and then sent a few
words and greetings by telepathic transmission up above me.
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These pictures that I send to all of you belong to you. They are from
your brothers that came from far, far away from our planet Earth.
Though their presence is, by their design, not to bother people
around my area, their presence is dedicated to all human beings
who are now spiritually awake and doing good deeds for their
fellow man.
It is understood very well to every starseed worldwide that the time is
at your doorstep and the more human beings have a hard time, the
more they go within.
The distance of this craft from where I take the shots is about 150
meters above the ground and 150 yards from where I stand. The size of
the craft is about Jumbo jet sitting in front of me.
And indeed their purpose is to restore and fix the huge damage that
was created by man on this planet.
All I can say for now is please take good care of yourself and keep away
from fault-lines that are now active where magma and other elements
meet by their many purposes.
All events concerning earth changes are conducted by the Celestial
Sons and man is not allowed to cause any damage again. They also
control the flow of the heat from the sun.
I have nothing more to say from here.
What I can only say to you is their presence is a sign of greetings to all
RMN agents and readers and greetings also to Madam Raye who helps
her fellow man.
I have to park myself now and thank you brother Tom for your
great help.
Thanks a lot to all of you and may you have a good journey to the
beyond.
Albert
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